APPENDIX G

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY: ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES


CONTEMPORARY BIBLIOGRAPHY


Buckland, Gail, Fox Talbot and the Invention of Photography, Boston, Godine, 1980


Vannevar Bush, *As We May Think*, The Atlantic, 1945

Max Byrd, *Shooting the Sun*, Bantam / Random House, 2004
Charles Caffin, *Photography as a Fine Art, the Achievement and Possibilities of Photographic Art in America*, 1901, (Reprint, with introduction by Thomas F. Barrow,) Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., Morgan & Morgan, 1971


John Coffer, *The Doers Guide*, (includes 2 DVDs), self-published, 2000 and on-going


Dan Estabrook, 3-D Gum Printing Worksheet and e-mail reply to Anthotype question, 1998).


Malin Fabri, *Anthotypes - Explore the darkroom in your garden and make photographs using plants*, 2012


Betty Hahn, *Photography or Maybe Not*, Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico Press, 1995


Kate Jennings & Mark Osterman, *Dr. Thomas Keith’s Waxed Paper Process Experiment - Part II*, Advanced Residency Program in Photograph Conservation (ARP) at George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film, August 2002

Nancy Keeler, *Inventors and Entrepreneurs, History of Photography*, Volume 26, Number 1, Spring 2002 - (Talbot in France, 1843)


Bonnie Pierce Lhotka, *Digital Alchemy: Printmaking techniques for fine art, photography, and mixed media*, New Riders 2010 (wireless delivery from Amazon)


Eric Renner and Nancy Spencer, Pinhole Photography, Focal Press, Stoneham, MA, 1994


John Rudiak, Creating a Platinotype, View Camera, July/August 1994.


Larry Schaaf - editor, The Correspondence of William Henry Fox Talbot, Project has prepared a comprehensive edition of the nearly 10,000 letters to and from Talbot
(1800-1877), in association with De Montfort University, Leicester, web site; www.foxtalbot.dmu.ac.uk/


Craig Stevens, *a Mordançage Process Worksheet... from Jean Paul Sudre notes, 1998*


Sarah Van Keuren, *A Non-Silver Manual, self-published notes for students at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia, 1999 - 2006*


Mike Ware & Pradip Malde, A Contemporary Method for Making Photographic Prints in Platinum & Palladium, 1988


Dr. Michael Ware, Gold in Photography: The History and Art of Chrysotype, Abergavenny: ffotofilm publishing, 2006


Mike Wooldridge, Linda Wooldridge, Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop CS2, 2005

EARLY & HISTORICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY:


M.E Chevreul, *De La Loi du Contraste Simultane des Coleurs*, Pitois – Levrault, 1839


Dr. Hugh Welch Diamond, "The Simplicity of the Calotype Process" - *Notes and Queries - A Medium of Inter-Communication for Literary Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Geneologists, Etc. – Volume 8th - December 17th, 1853 – London, George Bell, 186 Fleet Street, 1853

Peter Henry Emerson, *Life and Landscape on the Norfolk Broads*, London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, 1886

Peter Henry Emerson, *Naturalistic Photography for Students of the Art*, London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1889

Peter Henry Emerson, *The Death of Naturalistic Photography*, London, self published, 1890


Lady Elizabeth Eastlake (aka Eleanor Rigby), *Photography*, From the London Quarterly Review, April 1857, pp. 442-68

Elizabeth Fulhame, *An Essay on Combustion, With a View to a New Art of Dying and Painting, wherein the Phlogistic and Antiphlogistic Hypotheses are proved Erroneous*, London: self-published in 1794 by the author


J.F.W. Herschel, ‘On the chemical action of the rays of the solar spectrum on preparations of silver and other substances, both metallic and non-metallic, and on some photographic processes’, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 1840, pp. 1-59


Margaret Herschel, Memoir and Correspondence of Caroline Herschel, Appleton & Co., New York, 1876

Ibn al-Haitam, On the Form of an Eclipse circa: 1038. This document can be found at the India Office Library in London.


Isidore Niépce (son of Joseph Nicéphore Niépce), History of the discovery improperly called daguerreotype, Paris: Astier, 1841

G. Pizzighelli, Baron A Hübl, Platinotype, London, Harrison and Sons, 1886

Rev. J. B. Reade, a letter to Robert Hunt written on February 13, 1854, that you will find most entertaining.

Karl Wilhelm Scheele, Chemical Observations and Experiments on Air and Fire (1777)


Jean Senebier, Mémoires physico-chimiques sur l'influence de la lumière solaire, Genève 1782, vol. III
Henry Snelling, *The History and Practice of the Art of Photography*, Published BY G. P. Putnam, 155 Broadway, 1849. Note: the chapter on the Calotype and Chrysotype, Chapter IX, is particularly informative.


Thomas Sutton, *A New Method of Printing Photographs, By Which Permanent and Artistic Results May be Uniformly Obtained*, St. Brelade's Bay, Jersey: [self-published], 1855


William Henry Fox Talbot, Fine Arts / Royal Society, Letter sent to the Royal Society on February 20, 1839, clarifying the specifics in the production of Photogenic Drawings.


William Henry Fox Talbot, From the *The Chemical Gazzette*, Volume II, 1844 - Page 55 - (Patents by William Henry Fox Talbot for Improvements in Photography – June 1843) - Published by Richard and John E. Taylor, Red Lion Court, Fleet St., London

Norman Tiphaigne de la Roche, *Giphantie*, Paris, 1760


Hans Thøger Winther, *Anviisning til paa Trende Forskjellige Veie at fembringe of fastholde Lysbilleder paa papir*, 1845 (self published – 3 featured processes)

**Fig: APP – 14 here**, Etienne Carjat, Charles Baudelaire, 1863 – (Woodburytype)